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Abstract

The present thesis is devoted to the issue of phonetic access in EFL/pronunciation dic
tionaries. The development of edictionaries and the rationale behind incorporating
phonetic access tools are first discussed, followed by a presentation of the four diction
aries used in the study: Cambridge English Pronouncing Dictionary (1st edition, 2003),
Macmillan English Dictionary for Advanced Learners (2nd edition, 2008), Longman
Dictionary of Contemporary English (4th edition, 2007) and Longman Pronunciation
Dictionary (3rd edition, 2008). Next, a comparative evaluation of the dictionaries with
regard to a number of features is presented. Finally, possible future enhancements of the
phonetic access tools are proposed.
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Introduction

Currently, only a fraction of the vast amount of information already present in
electronic dictionaries can be used indexically. Specifically, nearly all of the wealth of
phonetic information embedded in a typical dictionary entry is very often not retrievable
with any available search mechanism.
Chapter 1 describes the current state of the art in the field of pronunciation dic
tionaries as well as discusses the changes in the field of lexicography which have taken
place since the advent of the electronic media. Also, the four dictionaries chosen for the
analysis, Cambridge English Pronouncing Dictionary (1st edition, 2003), Macmillan
English Dictionary for Advanced Learners (2nd edition, 2008), Longman Dictionary of
Contemporary English (4th edition, 2007) and Longman Pronunciation Dictionary (3rd
edition, 2008) are presented.
In Chapter 2, I have attempted to show the strengths and weaknesses of the
phonetic access tools incorporated in the four dictionaries, with particular attention be
ing paid to the areas where there is still room for improvement. The assessment criteria
are grouped under three categories: advertising of the phonetic search tools, their user
friendliness and – the most extensive – their accuracy.
The suggestions presented in Chapter 3 are intended to demonstrate how the
existing tools need to be amended to be fully functional and the ideas following them
outline a possible path for future development of dictionaries.
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Chapter 1: Motivation and background

1.1. Attitudes towards pronunciation teaching
As much as pronunciation is a fundamental component of language, it has usually re
ceived relatively little attention from both teachers and learners. Probably based on a
demandsupply rationale, (learner) dictionary makers have not felt inclined to respond
to the needs of those few enthusiasts who would very much welcome pronunciation's
status being elevated from the necessary evil to the necessary language skill.
Those attitudes are evidenced in, e.g. the amount of literature devoted to pronun
ciation in dictionaries (Sobkowiak 1999: 9) or the fact that one can still find EFL dic
tionaries with no phonetic representation whatsoever. A quick tour of two probably best
equipped local language bookstores1 (April 2008) allowed me to create the following
sample list of such dictionaries (the list obviously does not contain pocket dictionaries):
•

Collins Student's Dictionary International Edition (984 pages, 2004);

•

Collins Dictionary and Thesaurus International Edition (313 pages, 2005);

•

Collins English Dictionary (976 pages, 2006);2

•

Concise English Dictionary, Penguin Book (1045 pages, 2004);

•

Pocket Maxi. Słownik polskoangielski angielskopolski (710 pages, 2006).

On top of that, virtually all specialized dictionaries, from all publishers, did not have
phonetic transcription included.

1
2

Omnibus and EMPIK in Poznań.
Along with many other Collins dictionaries.
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The justification often given for this move, i.e. that students do not know how to
make use of the phonetic information anyway (e.g. Kernerman 1996), shows how the
vicious circle is created. This attitude seems to be widespread even among the rest of
dictionary makers, as inconsistencies in providing pronunciation variants and omissions
of certain categories of words when it comes to phonetic representation are a common
plague.
It is important to stress that if pronunciation is viewed by native English speak
ers as one of the most important components of the dictionary entry (surpassed only by
meaning and spelling), as presented in Barnhart (1964: 458, as cited in Sobkowiak
1999: 115), it should the more so be the case for foreign language learners, who do not
possess any intuitive knowledge of the spoken language they are trying to master. Yet,
this is not the case.
As Sobkowiak (1999: 11) notes, the reasons may well lie in EFL pedagogy. His
torically, the grammartranslation method focused exclusively on written language ac
curacy. Students were asked to memorize long vocabulary lists, and grammar points
were explained to them explicitly (in their native language). Little or no attention was
given to the “communicative” aspect of language learning or spoken language, let alone
pronunciation itself. This changed with the advent of other (e.g. audiolingual, direct or
communicative approach) methods, when the importance of spoken language was
(re)discovered, however, it was now the case that either dictionaries were deemed unne
cessary/obtrusive or language accuracy was shunned in favor of the vaguely defined
“communicative competence”. Whatever the underlying theory, pronunciation/spoken
language accuracy has never been the main focus of EFL teaching.
These days, there might seem to be another reason for not including extended
phonetic access tools in dictionaries. It is sometimes argued that a large number of pro
fessionals using (specialized) dictionaries do not need pronunciation in their work, and
what is unnecessary and present in a dictionary becomes obtrusive and adversely affects
the reference tool's usability. However, it seems highly unlikely that at no point in their
professional life will they come across a situation where the spoken language is the
means to communicate their ideas, their research, etc. The “human factor” is still an im
portant, if not indispensable, feature of information exchange (think of conferences,
workshops, symposia, seminars). Moreover, with the real European Union slowly but
surely becoming a reality, the unrestricted flow of labor force between its countries
12

forces people to be able to communicate verbally, not only to be able to decode or en
code written languages.
What also hinders pronunciation learning is the fact that phonetic transcription is
(almost exclusively) provided only in the L2L1 part of a given dictionary (L1 and L2
denote the user's first and second language respectively).3 This requires double lookups
if the student, after having encoded the L2 meaning of an L1 item, would like to know
the item's phonetic representation. The reason is the following: the L2L1 part is nor
mally used for reception purposes, the L1L2 part – for language production. Learners
are more likely to need the phonetic transcription for a production task and to get it they
first need to consult the L1L2 part of a dictionary to find a foreign language equivalent,
and then the L2L1 part to see the equivalent's transcription. Because of this, the inclu
sion of phonetic transcription can, indeed, become become somewhat less practical
since the information is not displayed where it will most likely be sought for or useful.
All this evidence for the lack of understanding for the importance of pronunci
ation as an integral component of a dictionary is quite surprising since, as Sobkowiak
(1999: 16) puts it,
(...) pronunciation is an indispensable part of a word's linguistic structure. In the tradi
tional semiotic dichotomy of form and meaning, it is the primary realisation of the
former, with spelling being its secondary embodiment, as preached by linguistic primers
the world over. As such, it must by definition appear in a comprehensive lexical de
scription of the word; without it the description is simply incomplete (...) It is, I believe,
mostly due to the fortuitous circumstance that it turned out half a millennium ago to be
technologically easier to record the visual representation of words than their sound, that
presentday lexicographers deem it acceptable to omit phonetic transcription from their
dictionaries, but they would never seriously consider dropping the word's spelling.

1.2. Dictionaries in the computer era
The advent of electronic media spurred the development of computerbased language
learning tools. As Cowie (1999: 144) noticed, “the 1980s were a major watershed in
learner lexicography. It was clear early in the decade that the next phase in dictionary devel
opment would be dominated by the computer”. In the mid90s, first electronic English dic
3

There are examples of PolishEnglish English Polish dictionaries that provide transcription in the Polish
English part, e.g. Słownik uniwersalny polskoangielski angielskopolski. 1997. Kraków: Liberal; or even
in both parts, e.g. Słownik polskoangielski angielskopolski. [nd]. [No indication of place]: Level Trading
and Słownik polskoangielski angielskopolski. 2000. Krakow: Wydawnictwo Astrum); however, they
have never become successful, most likely due to them being otherwise of extremely poor quality.
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tionaries were published and soon afterwards most if not all publishing houses decided to
follow the example. At first, the CDROM dictionaries were simply copies of their paper
counterparts but this began to change and soon dictionaries no longer served only as refer

ence tools, but became interactive devices, offering a multitude of new features like
word banks, grammar exercises, images, sound and/or video files linked to entries,
voice recording, etc., and thus facilitated language production. It became possible to
quickly and conveniently conduct complex searches that would be virtually impossible
with traditional (print) dictionaries.
To be able to understand the potential of electronic reference tools we need to
realize what the actual differences between print and electronic dictionaries are. Follow
ing the slightly unconventional nomenclature employed by Burke (1998) we could
define macrostructure as “the steps that the user has to take in order to find a desired
entry”. In print lexicons, the entries are organized according to one macrostructure: for
a user to find anything in the lexicon, they must learn the rules which underlie this mac
rostructure, in our case  most often the concept of alphabetical order. This might be in
sufficient in some cases because
(...) consider if a user wanted to find a word based on criteria other than its exact
spelling. Suppose one wanted words which rhymed with "enroll", or which referred to a
shade of red, or which were reflexes of the Latin etymon "capere", or which were pro
nounced /si:z/, or which were seven letters long, or which ended in "ate".
In that case, the macrostructure of the conventional English lexicon is inadequate, and
the user must use a dictionary with a specially adapted macrostructure (for example, a
rhyming dictionary, a crosswordpuzzle dictionary, or an etymological dictionary); or
the user may find this information in an index in the back of the conventionally struc
tured dictionary (Burke 1998).

CDROM or online dictionaries are fundamentally different. They are not bound by
physical constraints, and as such, are not confined to only one “macrostructure”:
If macrostructure is understood as procedure(s) rather than a physical state, an electron
ic dictionary's macrostructure is represented by the means of access to its entries, i.e. its
search function(s). An electronic dictionary has consequently as many macrostructures
as it features search functions (...)
A print lexicon is a fixed, physical artifact, and the macrostructure is mapped onto the
storage medium of that artifact – i.e., the start of an English language lexicon is at the
physical left end of the volume, the end is at the physical right end, and the middle is
physically in between.
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Online [or CDROM – A.R.] lexicons do indeed exist as physical objects; their data is
encoded in a material object which exists in a specific place. But the nature of digital
media has made irrelevant all details of where information is stored, or in what se
quence (...). An online lexicon, like any online resource, is perceived as data presented
in whatever way the interface chooses to present it  the implication being that the user
may be able to reconfigure his interface to display the entries differently (Burke 1998).

This makes electronic dictionaries “dynamic” and provides an almost unlimited number
of ways in which they can be accessed, making it possible for virtually every bit of in
formation to serve as an “entry point”.

1.3. Phonetic access in dictionaries: development timeline

1.3.1. Pronouncing dictionaries
The era of pronouncing dictionaries began with the appearance of the Phonetic
dictionary of the English language in 1913 (Sobkowiak 1999: 20). Four years later the
applauded Daniel Jones English Pronouncing Dictionary was published and since then,
seventeen versions of the dictionary have appeared. In the early 1990s, Cambridge
University Press acquired the copyright of the EPD (Lewis 1999) and the following
15th edition witnessed a major enhancement when it came to the number of entries. The
CDROM version that included a phonetic search mechanism appeared in 2003.
In 1990 the remarkable 800page Longman Pronunciation Dictionary by J. C.
Wells was published. Its 2nd edition followed ten years later and included 5000 new
entries and (among other additions) references to a greater number of varieties of Eng
lish (Wells 2000). The 3rd and latest edition, equipped with another new set of 3000
entries and a CD version, appeared in 2008.
Oxford Dictionary of Pronunciation for Current English, published in 2001, was
the third and so far last addition to the family of pronouncing dictionaries. It claims to
be the most uptodate regarding the pronunciation models used (Oxford Dictionary of
Pronunciation for Current English 2008). It is a pity, though, that with all this alleged
novelty and uptodateness worth the 21st century, the authors did not envision a CD to
accompany the paper version.
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1.3.2. Phonetic access in print dictionaries
As surprising as it may seem, it was not only in CDROM dictionaries where the
attempts at creating phonetic access have been made. Kernerman's EnglishPolish
learner's dictionary appeared in 1990 and its 2nd edition (Schwarz et al. 1996)
contained an innovative phonetic index. On 52 pages of 3 columns each, entries were
listed according to the following “phonoalphabetical” order:

Fig. 1. “Phonoalphabetical” order of entries in the Phonetic Index of Kernerman's EnglishPolish
learner's dictionary.

A table showing a comparison between Polish and English sounds was also included to
facilitate the use of the index by those learners not familiar with the International Phon
etic Alphabet (henceforth IPA).
Whether the inclusion of the phonetic index met with users' interest and/or it was
effective is hard to tell (most probably it went unnoticed). It might seem futile to try to
use pronunciation, by definition a “part” of the spoken language, as an access point in
a print dictionary, however, as imperfect as this system might seem, it was nevertheless
the pioneer of its times, the best a print dictionary could do. So, instead of focusing on
its effectiveness (or lack thereof) we should rather appreciate the fact that a publisher
back in the early 1990s saw a need for this kind of dictionary access to be included and
did what they could under the circumstances.
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Fig. 2. IPA explanation chart in Kernerman's EnglishPolish learner's dictionary.

1.3.3. Phonetic access in electronic dictionaries
As far as pronunciation goes, with print dictionaries there was little room for inventive
ness. Besides transcriptions of typical pronunciation variants provided next to head
words and the crude prototypes of phonetic access mechanisms mentioned in the previ
ous subsection, traditional dictionaries had little to offer.
Now that computers have become an indispensable part of our everyday lives,
we are witnessing (gradual) replacement of print reference works by electronic ones.
17

Moreover, with Internet users able to check out new words and phrases at the click of
a mouse, it is becoming harder for publishers of print dictionaries, or even CDROM
dictionaries, to compete with webbased alternatives.
This rapid development is forging a path for more comprehensive pronunciation
teaching, as it now finally has all the instruments it needs at hand. Only one obstacle re
mains, however, and that is convincing dictionary makers of the importance of extended
and accurate pronunciation analysis mechanisms being made available for edictionary
users.
The poor treatment of phonetic access in particular and pronunciation in general
might reflect lexicographers'/publishers' beliefs about their (lack of) importance. Pub
lishers, in turn, respond (in theory, at least) to the demands of the user. Users' prefer
ences, however, are largely shaped by the “power of advertising” behind major publish
ers. Apparently, we are dealing with a vicious circle. It is important to note, however,
that unless what is being offered becomes truly effective, it will be hard to convince
users that they can benefit from it. The best approach, it seems, is to try to show how the
effectiveness of phonetic access tools in dictionaries can be improved, in the hope that
when the changes are implemented, users and publishers alike will be able to see their
full potential.

1.4. Potential uses of phonetic/sound search mechanism
Incorporating a sound search tool into a dictionary should simply be aimed at facilitat
ing the lookup process, i.e. providing “multiaccess” to a dictionary's content. The idea
behind it is to make it possible to use a greater number of information bits (already
present in a typical entry) as search criteria. Pronunciation search is vital because
(...) our knowledge of words, whether native or foreign, is not perfect. Its boundaries are
always fuzzy: most of the time we do not know some of its meanings, sometimes we are
not certain of its derivation or inflection, occasionally (in a tipofthetongue state) we
recollect only some of its pronunciation; it also happens that all of these cues are
present to different degrees, and the word escapes us. So far finding a forgotten word in
an ordinary dictionary was a hitandmiss procedure because only one cue, spelling,
could be used (Sobkowiak 1999: 18).
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The first and most “obvious” use of a sound search mechanism in a (learner's) diction
ary is, then, looking up words for which one knows the spoken, but not the written
form. At this point we could start deliberating on how often learners do feel the need to
perform such searches. It is not, however, the aim of this section to devise strategies for
changing learners' attitudes, but rather to show how phonetic search engines in EFL dic
tionaries can prove useful for students, including cases when students are not using
them themselves (I am referring here to teachers and educational materials' makers as
“intermediary” users).
Apart from a simple lookup of a spellingwise unknown lexical item, there is
still a whole range of uses of the phonetic search engine to easily justify the tool's inclu
sion in any (EFL) dictionary. WriteExpress (Phonetic Dictionary 2008) lists the follow
ing uses of their Phonetic Finder software (ergo, any other phonetic search system) that
I believe is quite accurate and exhaustive:4
•

Vocabulary studies;

•

Soundtospelling studies;

•

Poetry or lyrics;

•

Sound frequency studies;

•

Sound combination studies;

•

English morphology studies;

•

English language materials development.

Brainstorming for certain sound clusters, done for lyrics writing, pronunciation exer
cises preparation, or sound frequency analyses, would be an arduous task if it was not
for the help of electronic dictionaries that make this searching process fast and (relat
ively) easy.

4

Note that their Phonetic Finder is not included in the analysis in chapter 2, since it is a pure “phonetic
search engine” with no aspirations for a dictionary status.
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1.5. Dictionaries used in the study
Four dictionaries have been chosen for the analysis. All are large and wellestablished
reference tools: Cambridge English Pronouncing Dictionary (henceforth CEPD), Mac
millan English Dictionary for Advanced Learners 2 (henceforth MEDAL2), Longman
Dictionary of Contemporary English 4 (henceforth LDOCE4) and Longman Pronunci
ation Dictionary 3 (henceforth LPD3). This selection gives me the possibility to make
the following comparisons:
(1) LDOCE4 versus MEDAL2 (two learner's dictionaries);
(2) LPD3 versus CEPD (two pronunciation dictionaries);
(3) LDOCE4 versus LPD3 (two dictionaries by the same publisher);
(4) LDOCE4/MEDAL2 versus LPD3/CEPD (learner's versus pronunciation dictionar
ies).

1.5.1. Cambridge English Pronouncing Dictionary
Cambridge English Pronouncing Dictionary on CDROM (version 1.0, 2004), an off
spring of Daniel Jones's classic pronunciation guide, is based on the 16th edition of its
print equivalent (the second one to include American, besides British, pronunciation
variants). As a specialized pronunciation dictionary, it has the capacity to cover more
entries including a wide range of proper names (geographical, trademarks, first and last
names, etc.) and to list more pronunciation variants, making it (along with LPD3) a po
tentially much more powerful tool for pronunciation study, compared to the other dic
tionaries included in the study. The blurb on the CEPD website (Cambridge English
Pronouncing Dictionary CDROM 2008) reads:
•

NEW! Spoken North American pronunciations as well as British pronunciations for
every word;

•

Record your own voice and listen back option;

•

Search by alphabet or phonetic symbols;

•

Interactive pronunciation exercises;
20

•

200 information panels that explain phonetics terminology and the relationship
between spelling and sound;

Fig. 3. CEPD Sound Search.

1.5.2. Macmillan English Dictionary for Advanced Learners 2
Macmillan English Dictionary for Advanced Learners (2002) was “a comprehensive
dictionary containing over 100,000 references, with 30,000 idioms and phrases, pro
duced by a team of 100 lexicographers studying the corpus of 200 million words” (Kra
jka 2002). It was the first learner's dictionary to seriously address the issue of phonetic
access and to provide a fully developed sound search system (Sobkowiak 2003).
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Fig. 4. MEDAL Sound Search.

The 2008 2nd edition shows a few improvements worth noting, including customizable
entries, interactive writing exercises, thesaurus or “weblinks to carefully selected web
sites offering cultural and encyclopaedic information” (Macmillan English Dictionary
CDROM 2008). The dictionary's pronunciationrelated features are listed below:
•

Hear the pronunciation of every word in British and American English at the click
of a button;

•

Record, play back and improve your pronunciation, and search for other words that
are pronounced in the same way;

•

Use the Super Search to look for groups of words that are of particular interest to
you.

22

Fig. 5. MEDAL2 Sound Search.

1.5.3. Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English 4
Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English version 4.0 (2007) is dedicated for ad
vanced learners and includes “207,000 words, phrases and meanings” as well as “over
1 million extra sentences direct from the corpus show you words and phrases in
context”. The CDROM version contains “everything [we can find in] in the paper dic
tionary, and a whole lot more!”, as its website boasts (Longman Dictionary of Contem
porary English 2008). We also read the following description of pronunciationrelated
features:
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•

Every headword pronounced, including names;

•

NEW 88,000 example sentences pronounced;

•

British and American pronunciations;

•

Record and check your own pronunciation.

Fig. 6. LDOCE4 Pronunciation Search.

1.5.4. Longman Pronunciation Dictionary 3
Longman Pronunciation Dictionary 3rd Edition “gives students detailed guidance on
over 225,000 pronunciations. Fully revised for 2008, it includes new words such as
iTunes, Skype and Tikrit. This new edition also includes the brand new Longman Pro
nunciation Coach CDROM which gives students practical help to improve their own
pronunciation” (Longman Pronunciation Dictionary 3rd Edition 2008). We also read the
following description of pronunciationrelated features:
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•

Helps students with over 225,000 pronunciations in both British and American Eng
lish using the International Phonetic Alphabet;

•

Helps students with intonation by showing the stress patterns of thousands of com
pounds and idioms;

•

Userfriendly graphs show the preferred pronunciations of British and American
speakers, based on extensive research by Professor Wells;5

•

Students can listen to the pronunciation of all entries in British and American Eng
lish, then record and check their own pronunciation;

•

Self Study Lab  Students can learn the International Phonetic Alphabet and practise
their pronunciation with thousands of interactive exercises and feedback from Pro
fessor Wells;

•

Teachers' Resource Centre provides you with downloadable exercises for use in
class.

Fig. 7. LPD3 Pronunciation Search window: the “OTHERS” box, the number of diphthongs and the order
of symbols distinguish it from the LDOCE4 window.

5

The Pronunciation Preference Poll survey.
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1.6. What has not been done
Equally important to outlining the contents of the chapters is, it seems to me, explaining
what has not been included in the thesis and why.
There are a few (online) phonetic search engines available on the market, such
as the Phonetic Finder, a commercial product offered by WriteExpress (Phonetic Dic
tionary 2008) or a Searchable English pronouncing dictionary (2007) and An English
online dictionary (2008), both of which are relatively smallscale open source projects.
Even though the structure of their search engines may have much in common with those
of the dictionaries listed in 1.5, none of them has been included in the detailed analysis
in Chapter 2, primarily because none is, strictly speaking, a “dictionary”. They are pure
“phonetic search engines” with no aspirations for a dictionary status.
Dictionaries containing the so called “sounds like”/“respelling” or “rhymes
with” feature, e.g. Free Online rhyming dictionary (2008) or Merriam Webster Collegi
ate Dictionary 11th edition (2003), have also been excluded from the investigation.
Though they, undoubtedly, provide some sort of (indirect) phonetic access, the aim of
the thesis is the analysis of the usability of direct phonetic search tools in EFL/pronunci
ation dictionaries specifically.
Last but not least, it would also be informative to compare different versions of
the aforementioned four dictionaries. Here there are two reasons for abandoning the
idea. The first one is the lack of availability of the older versions of these CDROM dic
tionaries. The second reason has to do with the scope of the investigation as well as time
and size constraints. For the sake of the clarity of the thesis I have decided to concen
trate and work with the latest versions of the dictionaries.6 Occasional comparisons of,
e.g. two versions of MEDAL will appear in chapter 2.

6

Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English 5 (2009) appeared after chapter 2 had been completed.
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Chapter 2: Evaluation

2.1. “Advertising”
A quick look at a dictionary's website can tell us a lot about its creators' attitudes and
“beliefs” about what is important in the makeup of their dictionary. Here I want to find
out if the sound search tool is mentioned anywhere on the website and how well (if at
all) is its usefulness explained.
Cambridge English Pronouncing Dictionary's website provides a concise de
scription of main dictionary's features and the pronunciation search is listed on the CD
ROM description page. When we click on the provided link a printscreen of the sound
search window is shown, together with a short explanation of of how to use the feature
and why it is useful (Cambridge English Pronouncing Dictionary CDROM 2008).

Fig. 8. CEPD website: sound search tool presentation.
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The main page of the Macmillan English Dictionary for Advanced Learners 2
does not explicitly mention its pronunciation search tool included in the dictionary. Un
der the “Personalize your search” heading we only find that “Super Search” allows us to
“look for groups of words that are of special interest to us” (Macmillan English Diction
ary CDROM 2008).
At the bottom of the page there is a link provided to an ebook where a short de
scription of Sound Search appears on the last but one page (Fig. 9). The second link
leads to a video tour where under Sound Search we can watch a demonstration whose
transcription is given below:
Sound search allows you to search the dictionary for words with similar pronunciations.
Go to Super Search and select Sound Search. A new window will appear with the phon
etic chart dividing into consonants, vowels and diphthongs and wildcard symbols.
Clicking on a box will play the sound and an example of a word: /p/, pen, /m/, me, /ɪ/,
bit. For example, we can search all words which contain the sound /saɪ/ by clicking on
relevant symbols and adding a wildcard: /s/, sit, /aɪ/, my. This brings up 161 results.
Note the different spellings which all have the same sound, such as “ci”, “cy”, “psy”,
etc. Close the right hand pane to use the list to jump to the relevant dictionary entry.
Sound Search can be used to practice pronouncing difficult sounds, to find words when
you do not know their spelling, to find words with the same pronunciation but different
spellings, and to find words that rhyme.

Fig 9. Sound Search description in MEDAL2 ebook.

The website of the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English 4 also gives
a detailed description of its product. The main page provides a hyperlink to a guided
tour of the dictionary where in the “LDOCE for students” section there is a subsection
devoted to pronunciation search. There we find an animated presentation explaining
how to use the feature (Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English 2008).
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Fig 10. LDOCE4 website and pronunciation search info: 3slide animation.
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Longman Pronunciation Dictionary 3 website provides very concise information
about its newest product. Apart from the short passage quoted in 1.5.5. three introduct
ory videocast clips are presented, one of them devoted to The Longman Pronunciation
Coach CDROM which includes LPD3. The 2minute long clip, narrated by professor
Wells himself, makes no mention of the Pronunciation Search (Longman Pronunciation
Dictionary 3rd Edition 2008).
Although all but one website present some information about their
phonetic/sound search tool, none of them really boasts about having included this fea
ture and none is particularly exhaustive in its presentation of potential uses of the tool.
The table below summarizes what information can be found on each of the dictionaries'
websites.

Table 1. Information on sound/pronunciation search tool found on the four dictionaries' websites.

MEDAL2

LDOCE4

LPD3

no

no*

no

no

yes

yes

no

Potential uses explained?

yes(1)

yes(4)

yes(1)

no

Sound chart shown?

yes

yes

yes

no

Examples given?

yes

yes

yes

no

Feature

CEPD

Sound search mentioned on the yes
main page?
Animation showing how to use
the feature?

* pronunciation search listed in the tour/guide menu

2.2. Userfriendliness
The majority of electronic dictionary users would certainly agree that the userfriendli
ness of an electronic reference work is at least equally important as its comprehensive
ness (May 2005: 1).
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In this subsection I will try to investigate how successful the creators of the four
dictionaries have been in making the sound/pronunciation search mechanism accessible
to the general user. Some of the issues touched upon may arguably belong to the next
section (dealing with accuracy) but it is impossible to draw a distinct line between them.

2.2.1. Help charts/explanation of phonetic system used
All of the dictionaries require input in IPA, providing additional “keyboards” for all
phonetic symbols used. All creators realize that the general user will most likely be un
familiar with the International Phonetic Alphabet so to facilitate the use of the phonetic
keyboard a sound corresponding to a particular symbol is played upon clicking on the
symbol. CEPD and MEDAL2 also play a sample word together with the sound.
What may be bothersome for some users is the fact that it is not possible to play
a given sound without placing the symbol in the search line: most often (especially at
the beginning) users will want to play with different keys, not yet knowing which is the
one they need. A simple distinction like, e.g. “singleclick” for playing the sound and
doubleclick for placing it in the search line would do. MEDAL2 seems to be the most
userfriendly in this respect, as the example words (with the target sound highlighted)
are listed in the phonetic chart along with the IPA symbols: placing the cursor over the
example word will tell us to “click to hear pronunciation of phonetic symbol”, and pla
cing it over the IPA symbol will show the following prompt: “click to insert phonetic
symbol in search box”. This, however, is misleading as doing either will insert the sym
bol in the search box. It is uncertain if this is a deliberate design or a mistake on the part
of the creators.

2.2.2. Use of wildcard characters
Two wildcard characters are normally made available: “?” that stands for exactly one
symbol, and “*” which can stand for zero, one or more symbols.
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CEPD and MEDAL2 provide both options, whereas LDOCE4 and LPD3 have
only one wildcard character (“*”), which greatly limits the search scope (making it im
possible to narrow a search down to, e.g. shorter words).
What is interesting in the case of both LPD3 and LDOCE4 is that the phonetic
search help section instructs the user that the “*” wildcard can only be used once and
only at the beginning or at the end of the search request. I decided to test that claim and
typed in [d*k]: for LPD3 the results look perfectly normal, we see a list of 242 items,
each starting with the /d/ and ending with the /k/ sound. Changing the search string into
[d*k*] produces a list of 1038 items, again looking quite reasonable. The results of the
same experiment for LDOCE4 are different in the sense that both strings give identical
results of 464 hits but (as will be explained in 2.3.1) LDOCE4 system effectively adds
the “*” wildcard to all search strings anyway and with that in mind the search results
again look reasonable.7 It turns out that neither warning from the help section is valid.
None of the dictionaries offers a feature that would enable to conduct searches
with another possible type of missing element, namely a “syllable wildcard”. All entries
already contain the information about the number of syllables (at least implicitly) so this
could either take a form of introducing a new wildcard symbol or an additional search
criterion in a separate box.

2.2.3. How are results displayed
For CEPD, search results are presented in the same window as alphabetical queries.
A list of matching entries is displayed and their total number is given at the bottom. The
user can easily switch back and forth between “text search” and “sound search” and,
within the latter, between “symbols” and “results” just by clicking on the tabs at the bot
tom of the display window.
LDOCE4/LPD3 search system is somewhat less user friendly. The pronunciation
search box opens as a popup window and, as soon as we hit “find”, the popup window
disappears, replaced by a results box. If we want to redefine our search we have to click
on the “search” button again, scroll down to “pronunciation search” and start over.
7

The bisegmental digraph coding problem is present (words starting with /dʒ/ appear on the list as well)
but this is irrelevant in the present context.
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In MEDAL2 the Sound Search box also opens as a popup window but, fortu
nately, it is independent of the main window: both stay open regardless of which is the
active one. As with CEPD, LDOCE4 and LDP3, clicking on a word in the results box
will open the relevant entry in the dictionary.
Something one could be concerned about is that, when it comes to the number of
hits, the same word is listed multiple times, once for each part of speech. This approach
seems a bit debatable, as it results in inaccurate statistics (e.g. when trying to count the
occurrences of a given sound cluster).

2.2.4. Inflected forms
The next problem which I wanted to analyze was whether it was possible to search for
inflected forms. The fullness of coverage issue will be further explored in the accuracy
section (2.3.1), but I have decided to mention it here as well due to the fact that a size
able proportion of vocabulary which learners will come across is likely to come in in
flected forms.
CEPD makes all inflected forms searchable, whereas LDOCE4/LPD3 search
mechanism will only find irregular verb/noun/adjective forms (LDOCE4 entries do
show regular as well as irregular inflected forms). MEDAL2 is far behind the rest of dic
tionaries: neither regular nor irregular forms (verbs, nouns, adjectives alike) are
provided with phonetic transcription, which, of course, means they are not retrievable
through the Sound Search.

2.2.5. Memory
Only in LDOCE4 it is possible to backtrack to previous phonetic queries: the [←] button
can take us back to previous searches, both alphabetical and phonetic (they are grouped
together): either a dictionary entry or a results box will appear. It is not possible,
however, to retrieve what we have inserted in the phonetic search line so to revise our
query the whole string needs to be retyped.
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LPD3 and MEDAL2 sound search windows both open with an empty input line
(MEDAL2 contains a prompt: “click on symbols to insert”) and there is no way to go
back to previous searches. For CEPD, the sound search box opens with the phonetic
transcription of the last looked up entry from the alphabetical part of the dictionary but,
again, there is no direct way of keeping track of phonetic queries.

2.2.6. Keyboard input
LPD3, LDOCE4 and CEPD users are restricted to using the provided phonetic charts
for all symbols. Only MEDAL2 allows keyboard input: standard characters, wildcards,
primary and secondary stress symbols can be typed in, the nonstandard characters have
to be inserted with the help of the phonetic chart. No shortcuts for the nonstandard
characters are provided, which is probably irrelevant for beginners but their introduction
would certainly allow for faster and more convenient searches.

2.2.7. Saving/copying the results
In MEDAL2, the [copy], [print] and [save] buttons appear on top of the search results
list. CEPD allows one to copy/save the search results by going to [file]→[print search
results] and [edit]→[copy search results]. The [copy] and [print] buttons available from
the main window can only be used for handling dictionary entries. It would be useful,
however, if the copied results also included the search input string (as a title) so that it
would be easier to keep track of what the saved results actually show. In LPD3 and
LDOCE4 users can only copy phonetic search results by hand (fortunately, at least this
method works).
Not all characters copy properly, though. For example chacun à son goût copies
correctly from under CEPD only when the whole entry is being copied with the use of
the [copy] button from the top menu. Neither copying the search results using [edit] →
[copy search results] or manual copying works. The same example in LPD3 shows that
even though its users have to copy the search results manually, the French characters are
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transferred painlessly (this does not apply to manual copying of the entry – the head
word itself copies fine but the phonetic transcriptions do not).

2.3. Accuracy

2.3.1. Are all entries searchable?
One of the very important questions when talking about usefulness of the sound/pronun
ciation search tool is the one about coverage: can all dictionary entries be accessed
phonetically?
For example, Sobkowiak in his review of CEPD (2005) points out that even
though the back cover of the CEPD book boasts “over 80,000 entries, [and] 215,000
pronunciations”, the number of hits for [*] query is only 125,585. I have looked at the
four dictionaries and found out the following:
•

MEDAL2: will not show results for [*], however, typing [**] (which, technically,
should be equal to [*]) gives 35710 hits (in MEDAL the number of hits for [*] was
37487);

•

CEPD: number of hits for [*]: 119663;

•

LPD3: will not show results for [*]; interestingly, typing [*'*] does work (60580
hits); its website boasts “over 225000” pronunciations;

•

LDOCE4: will not show results for [*].

Since nowhere on MEDAL2 website have I been able to find information about the
number of entries or transcriptions it is hard to say what the exact percentage of the re
trievable transcriptions is. Certainly it is not very high. It could either be an indication
of a low number of transcribed entries or a malfunction of the sound search system. The
most probable answer is that it is both.
Let us now take a closer look at the “retrievability issue”. One aspect of this
question has already been discussed, namely the inclusion of inflected forms. Other
points to investigate are:
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•

Abbreviations;

•

Proper names;

•

Contractions;

•

Multiword entries.

Abbreviations
Abbreviations in LDOCE4 are treated ambivalently. Not all abbreviations are
transcribed, and it is difficult to come up with a rule for this (NASA is transcribed and
ESA is not, similarly ASCII is and ANSI is not transcribed).8 Acronyms are searchable,
initialisms are not. Both types are always transcribed and the difficulty might well lie
with the “space” sign coding: if one types in just the first “syllable” of HIV, it will show
up in the results list; trying to follow the transcription given in the entry with or without
space signs will yield no results. Taking those same items for the analysis of LPD3 we
find that HIV is searchable, as is ANSI. ESA, on the other hand, does not even appear as
an entry.
In MEDAL2 and CEPD all transcribed abbreviations (both initialisms and ac
ronyms) are also searchable. The only small obstacle with initialisms in MEDAL2 is that
space signs between transcriptions of single letters are required for the entry to be
searchable. This could be an obstacle if we consider the fact that even initialisms are
pronounced “as one”, i.e. voice analysis would not show any stops or breaks as we say
the word. Why to make such a distinction then? The problem associated with it is
presented in Fig. 11a and 11b. It might also be worth noting that, first, such a widely
used abbreviation as CDROM is not transcribed, second, the search mechanism is not
flawless in other respects either, as shown in Fig. 11c.

8

NASA – National Aeronautics and Space Administration, ESA – European Space Agency, ASCII –
American Standard Code for Information Interchange, ANSI – American National Standards Institute.
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Fig. 11a. Abbreviations in MEDAL2: placing

Fig. 11b. Abbreviations in MEDAL2: [ei?] search

[ei] in the search box will yield all acronyms with

result list includes all multiword entries for which

the letter “A”.

one segment matches the search criteria.
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Fig. 11c. Abbreviations in MEDAL2: unexplained presence of BFI in the Search Results box.

Proper names
A subsample of proper names has been chosen, consisting of 6 country names
(Poland, Germany, Sweden, the USA, the UK and Canada) and the derived adjectives.
The treatment of these geographical names in LDOCE4 is a bit confusing. For
some reason country names (or city names for that matter) are not transcribed but ad
jectives derived from them are. The latter, however, are sometimes not pronunciation
searchable (e.g. Polish, German, Swedish), unless only part of the word is typed in the
search line.9
MEDAL2 has a similar problem. Among the country names, only the USA and
the UK seem to be present in the dictionary. Adjectives formed from country names are
present and transcribed, but not always retrievable (e.g. German).
In both CEPD and LPD3 country names and their adjectives are both transcribed
and searchable.

Contractions
A list of 15 contracted forms was compiled and checked against coverage and
searchability. It consisted of the following items:
ain't, isn't, can't, it's, won't, doesn't, hasn't, haven't, aren't, I'm, he's, weren't,
wasn't, mustn't, couldn't.
LDOCE4 has all but couldn't and weren't as separate entries.10 Fig. 12 shows
a few problems associated with the retrievability of the items from the above list:
9

Onesyllable Dutch and Swiss are searchable, typing in /sw/ will yield Swedish, typing in the whole
word exactly as it appears in the entry will yield zero results.
10
Why LDOCE4 authors decided that wasn't deserves a different status from weren't is another issue.
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Fig. 12a. Flaws in LDOCE4 search system: unexplained presence of ointment in the results box.

Fig. 12b. Flaws in LDOCE4 search system: the first pronunciation variant of can't is not searchable.
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Fig 12c. Flaws in LDOCE4 search system: typing in
the second pronunciation variant of can't produces a
list of 13 items but can't is nowhere to be found.

Fig. 12d. Flaws in LDOCE4 search system: neither pronunciation variant of won't is retrievable.

Fig. 12e. Flaws in LDOCE4 search system: the second pronunciation variant of wasn't is not retrievable.
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For LPD3, CEPD and MEDAL2 all items are present as entries, transcribed and
searchable. However, in case of MEDAL2 and LPD3, can't, it's, won't, I'm and he's do
not show up in the wordlist with search results and we need to hit enter to go to the
entry. The problem lies in the improper coding of the apostrophe sign: only the part that
comes before the apostrophe is “noticed” by the search engine so that for, e.g. it's the
first match displayed is Italian in MEDAL2 and ITA in LPD3.

Multiword entries
The last group of entries under inspection is multiword entries. Again, thirteen (two
word) entries have been chosen for analysis (randomly but ensuring that the following
categories are included: proper names, loanwords, hyphenated and nonhyphenated
words). The table below presents the results of the investigation.

Table 2. Retrievability of multiword entries.

Entry

CEPD

MEDAL2

LDOCE4

LPD3

carte blanche

full tr

full tr

full tr!

full tr*'

Anno Domini

full tr.

no entry

full tr.!

full tr.!

Mona Lisa

partial tr.!

full tr.

no tr.

partial tr.!

John Bull

partial tr.!

no tr.

no tr.

partial tr.!

hocuspocus

full tr.

full tr.

full tr.!

full tr.

rolypoly

full tr.

full tr.

full tr.!

full tr.

byebye

full tr.

full tr.

no tr.

full tr.#

welldone

full tr.

no tr.

no tr.

full tr.

no one

full tr.

no tr.

no tr.

full tr.!

good morning

full tr.

no tr.

no tr.

no tr.

jet lag

partial tr.!

no tr.

no tr.

no entry11

roller coaster

partial tr.!

no tr.

no tr.

partial tr.!

11

We find jetlagger but not jetlag!
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full tr.

 the entry is fully transcribed

partial tr.

 only the first word is transcribed (the items are not separate entries)

no tr.

 no transcription is provided

!

 entry not retrievable with pronunciation search

*

 entry retrievable if only part of it is typed in the search line

*'

 entry retrievable if only part of it is typed in the search line and the
stress provided

#

 entry retrievable if EITHER only a part of it is typed in the search line
OR the stress provided

While MEDAL2 provides almost the lowest number of transcriptions it seems to
be the most consistent dictionary: if an entry is transcribed, it is transcribed fully and re
trievable with the sound search tool. LDOCE4 compares poorly to MEDAL2 and the
other two dictionaries: no entry from the list is phonetically retrievable. CEPD does the
best job when it comes to the overall number of fully searchable entries. LPD3 is the
least consistent: some of its fully transcribed entries are not searchable at all, some are
searchable if only a part of the entry is typed in and yet others require stress symbol to
be typed in as well.
A note on a peculiar property of the search engine in LPD3 (not found in
LDOCE4!). My understanding of incremental search is that of showing the user how
their search is being narrowed down the more letters/signs they type in. Thus, when we
type in the first letter we would expect to see a large number of matching entries. What
we have in LPD3 is that when we, for example, type /b/ (Fig. 13) the number of found
entries is zero (or more specifically, the results line disappears – another downgrade
when compared with LDOCE4). Adding the wildcard character “*” helps of course but
the point is that no user will start their search by typing the “*” first to be able to see
how the number of matching entries changes. It would not even be possible as the user
is not allowed to insert any new signs in front of the signs that are already in the search
box (LDOCE4 users, again, have no such trouble). It might be a bit confusing as I
suspect that users are likely to think (at first at least) that no entries match their input
and give up.
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LDOCE4 pronunciation search engine, on the other hand, seems to ignore the
absence of “*” sign at the end of the input and all words starting with a given cluster of
sounds are presented in the search results box.
With MEDAL2 the problem is yet different. Placing “*” or “?” does not work,
and it does not mean that we get “0 results” feedback – the system seems to simply ig
nore the query. Oddly enough, placing “??” does work, and so does “**”.

Fig. 13. Flaws of LPD3 incremental search, contrasted with LDOCE4.
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2.3.2. Are all transcription variants searchable?
In this subsection I am going to investigate the searchability of pronunciation variants
provided in each dictionary. As the dictionaries are inherently different in their scope
(learner's versus pronunciation dictionaries), not the number of pronunciation variants
will be the main focus but the completeness, i.e. whether all provided variants are re
trievable. The list was compiled in such a way that almost all of the 17 items have dif
ferent standard pronunciation in American and British English (henceforth AmE and
BrE respectively) and most have more than two pronunciation variants listed.

Table 3. Retrievability of transcription variants.

LPD3
either

febrile

LDOCE4

ˈaɪðə

+

ˈaɪðə

ˈiːð-



-

ˈiːð ə r

+

ˈiːð ə r

ˈaɪð-



-

ˈfiːbraɪəl

+13

ˈfiːbraɪl

ˈfeb-

14

ˈfebrəl

herb

address

baths

MEDAL2
+



ˈiðər

CEPD
ˈaɪðə^r

+

-

ˈiː-

+

-

ˈiːðər

+

+

ˈaɪðə(r)

/+12 ˈaɪ-



ˈfiːbraɪl

+

ˈfiːbraɪl

+



ˈfebrəl

+

-brɪl

+

ˈfiˌbraɪl

+

ˈfebrɪl

+

/+

hɜːb

+

ɝːb

+



+

hɜːb

+

hɜːb



hɜː(r)b

ɝːb

+

ɝːb



-

hɝːb

+

hɝːb



ɜrb

+

hɝːb

+

əˈdres

+

əˈdres

+

əˈdres

+

əˈdres

+

ˈædres

+

ˈædres

+

ˈædres

+

ˈædres

+

bɑːðz



bɑːðz





-ðz

+

bɑːθs



bɑːθs





-

bæθs



bæθs





-

12

This and following MEDAL2 examples containing optional symbols are retrievable only when the sym
bol is included in the search string.
13
Retrievable with or without the optional /ə/, same with /ˈmɪsaɪəl/.
14
Inserting [feb*] will only retrieve febrifuge and February.
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LPD3

LDOCE4

MEDAL2

CEPD
-ðz15

+

kənˈɡrætʃu|leɪt

+

bæðz



bæðz





congratu

kənˈɡrætʃu|leɪt

+

kənˈɡrætʃu|leɪt

+

kənˈɡrætʃʊleɪt

late

kəŋ-

+



-

kəŋ-

+

-ˈɡrætju-





-

-ˈɡrætjʊ-

+

-ˈɡrædʒə|leɪt

+



-

-ˈɡrætʃə-

+

ˈbetə

+

ˈbetə

+17

ˈbetə(r)

/+

ˈbetə^r

+19

ˈbet̬ər

?16

-ər



ˈbetər

+18

ˈbet̬ər

+

ˈmɪsaɪəl

+

ˈmɪsaɪl

+

ˈmɪsaɪl

+

ˈmɪsaɪəl

+

-ə l



ˈmɪsəl



ˈmɪs(ə)l

/+

-^əl

+

təˈmɑːtəʊ

+

təˈmɑːtəʊ



təˈmɑːtəʊ

+

təˈmɑːtəʊ

+

təˈmeɪt̬oʊ

+

təˈmeɪt̬oʊ



təˈmeɪtoʊ

+

-ˈmeɪt̬oʊ

+

ˈsekrət‿ ər|i

+

ˈsekrətər|i

+

ˈsekrətri

+

ˈsekrət^ər|i

+

-rəter|i



-ter|i

+

ˈsekrəˌteri

+

-rɪ-



-tr|i



-rəter|.i

+

better

missile

tomato

secretary

+

ɑːnt

+

ɑːnt



ɑːnt

+

ɑːnt

+

ænt

+

ænt



ænt

+

ænt

+

nəʊ

+

nəʊ

?20

nəʊ

+

nəʊ

+

noʊ

+

noʊ

?

noʊ

+/?21 noʊ

+

laboratory ləˈbɒrət‿ə r|i

+

əˈbɒrət‿ə r|i

+

ləˈbɒrət(ə)ri

+

ləˈbɒr.ət^ər|.i

+

ˈlæbər‿ətɔːr|i

+

ˈlæbər‿ətɔːr|i



ˈlæbrəˌtɔri

+

ˈlæb.rətɔːr|.i

+

+

ˈdiːteɪəl

+

aunt

no

detail

ˈdiːteɪəl

+

ˈdiːteɪəl



ˈdiːteɪl

15

The form is listed once but both the AmE and BrE full plural version of the word is retrievable.
Retrievable only without the optional /ə/, also, the /ə/ symbol is not listed on the phonetic keyboard.
17
The results list includes both better and betterment.
18
It could be argued whether the 2nd variant is really searchable considering the fact that the BrE variant
cannot be retrieved without the optional r, so the transcription of the two variants is, in fact, identical.
19
Searchable with or without the final /r/.
20
The results line shows “Number: 620” but clicking on “find” won't take us to the results window.
21
The AmE diphthong /oʊ/ is not available on the phonetic keyboard: the user needs to type in /o/ and
then click on /ʊ/.
16
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LPD3

research

adult

again

LDOCE4

MEDAL2

CEPD

diˈteɪəl

+

diˈteɪəl



dɪˈteɪl

+

diˈteɪəl

+

riˈsɜːtʃ

+

riˈsɜːtʃ



rɪˈsɜː(r)tʃ

/+

riˈsɜːtʃ

+

rə-



-

-

rə-

+

-ˈzɜːtʃ

+

-

-

ˈriːsɜːtʃ

+

ˈriːsɜːtʃ

+

ˈriːsɜːtʃ



ˈriːsɜː(r)tʃ

/+

ˈriːsɝːtʃ

+

riˈsɝːtʃ

+

riˈsɝːtʃ



rɪˈsɜrtʃ

+/?22 riˈsɝːtʃ

+

ˈriːsɝːtʃ

+

ˈriːsɝːtʃ



ˈriˌsɜrtʃ

+/?

rə-

+

ˈædʌlt

+

ˈædʌlt

+

ˈædʌlt

+

ˈædʌlt

+

əˈdʌlt

+

əˈdʌlt
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əˈdʌlt

+

əˈdʌlt

+

əˈɡen

+

əˈɡen

+

əˈɡen

+

əˈɡen

+

əˈɡeɪn

+

əˈɡeɪn



əˈɡeɪn

+

CEPD and MEDAL2 score best when it comes to the percentage of searchable
variants. LPD3 is somewhat less consistent but the first variant (BrE variety) is always
retrievable. LDOCE4 compares poorly to the rest of the group, with its transcriptional
“patterns” being highly erratic: sometimes both AmE and BrE variants are searchable,
sometimes only one of them, very often no version is retrievable at all. Another problem
with LDOCE4 is that it ignores the lack of “*” wildcard at the end of the search string,
which has the effect of unwanted items showing up in the results box (e.g. typing in /ə
ˈdʌlt/ we get: adulterate, adultery, adulterer, adulteress – adult does not make it to the
results list...).
Another kind of problem surfaced with MEDAL2: some of the items contain
an optional /r/ or /ə/ included in brackets, however, the shorter version (without /ə/ or
/r/) is not retrievable with the phonetic search tool. The same problem was noticed
earlier by Sobkowiak in his review of MEDAL (2003: 435). His findings show that it is
not possible to retrieve a list of words with the droppable /ə/ because the search for
[*(ə)*] returns all items with /ə/, including those where its presence is obligatory. The

22

The /ɜ/ sign is not available, one needs to click on /ɜː/ and then manually delete the colon.
The 4 results include adulterate and its 3 derivatives, the system automatically adds “*” wildcard to the
search string, the same with /ˈædʌlt/: the search results include adult and adulthood, /əˈɡen/: again and
against.
23
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brackets, then, serve an illustrative purpose only, and are “invisible” to MEDAL2 search
engine.

2.3.3. Digraph coding
The problem with digraph coding in sound search tools was first noticed by Sobkowiak
in his 2003 review of the then brandnew MEDAL: /tʃ/, /dʒ/ and all diphthongs are
coded as two symbols, not one. This results in search results being inaccurate: when
looking for words matching, e.g. [t*] we also get those containing initial /tʃ/, etc.
Unfortunately, this problem is characteristic of all four dictionaries under study.
When checking the [????ʃ] string (Sobkowiak's example) in MEDAL2 and CEPD
among the search results we get such items as attach, bleach or bench – all containing
four sounds (whereas we should technically be getting five) and /tʃ/. LDOCE4 and
LPD3 do not have the “?” wildcard so a different test string had to be used ([t*]) but it
also shows the same problem (we get, e.g. chair, cello, chain among the results).
Needless to say, such a flaw seriously affects the reliability of any kind of fre
quency analyses for the occurrence of a given sound or cluster and might send false sig
nals prompting learners to mispronounce certain words (one may think, for example,
that attach is pronounced /əˈtæʃ/). This defect could have been acceptable in the first
edition of MEDAL in 2002 but is certainly not tolerable today. Reprogramming the
search engines should not pose a huge challenge so I fail to understand why this flaw
has not been corrected yet.

2.4. Conclusion
The tables below contain the summary of the findings from chapter 2. For each criterion
the better dictionary is highlighted in grey (unless neither dictionary has a clear advant
age over the other). The tables are followed by short comments.
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2.4.1. MEDAL2 versus LDOCE4
Table 4. Comparison of MEDAL2 and LDOCE4.

advertising

MEDAL2

LDOCE4

Sound Search not mentioned explicitly

Sound Search not mentioned explicitly

on the main page, ebook + video tour, 4

on the main page, guided tour with an

potential uses given

imated presentation, 1 potential use giv
en

help charts/ ex sample words listed, sound OR sound sound played
planation of phon and example word played
etic system used
wildcards
how are

*, ?

* (misleading information about it)

results both windows (main and sounds search) phonetic chart disappears when the res

displayed?

are independent and stay open

ults are displayed

inflected forms

none!

only irregular

memory

no

yes

keyboard input

allowed

not allowed

saving/copying

possible

only manual

abbreviations

all searchable

erratic

proper names

erratic

erratic

contractions

all OK, minor problems with [']

most OK, some problems with re
trievability

multiword entries if transcribed – retrievable

none retrievable

transcription vari best result

erratic

ants
digraph coding

bisegmental

bisegmental
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As we can see, LDOCE4 is better than MEDAL2 only in that it provides transcription of
irregular inflected forms and shows search history. Overall superiority of MEDAL2 is
fairly evident; it must be stressed, however, that this finding applies only to the phonetic
accessrelated features of the two dictionaries.

2.4.2. CEPD versus LPD3
Table 5. Comparison of CEPD and LPD3.

CEPD
advertising

LPD3

Sound Search mentioned on the main Sound Search not mentioned anywhere
page, concise info

help charts/ ex sound + sample word played

sound played

planation of phon
etic system used
wildcards
how are

*, ?

* (misleading information about it)

results in the same window as the alphabetical SS window disappears when the results

displayed?

search, users can freely switch between are displayed
the two

inflected forms

all searchable

memory

no (window opens with the last looked no

only irregular searchable

up entry transcribed)
keyboard input

not allowed

not allowed

saving/copying

available

not available (manual only)

abbreviations

all searchable

most searchable

proper names

all transcribed and searchable

all transcribed and searchable

contractions

all present, transcribed and searchable

all present, transcribed and searchable

multiword entries Searchable if fully transcribed

erratic
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CEPD
transcription vari Almost all searchable

LPD3
Not very consistent

ants
digraph coding

bisegmental

bisegmental

One aspect not mentioned in the table is that only CEPD enables the user to search
among British or US variants specifically. Overall, CEPD scores significantly better in
the “userfriendly” category. It also appears to be more accurate than LPD3, though the
differences between the two dictionaries are not very pronounced in this respect. It is
worth noting that LPD3 does not perform better than CEPD in any of the 14 aspects lis
ted in the table. This is the more surprising when we remember that it is LPD3 that is
the latest addition to the family of pronouncing dictionaries.
Both dictionaries should be commended for attempting to go beyond just stand
ard IPA symbols for English sounds and including “other symbols” box (which also in
cludes stress symbols for example – though this search criterion is yet to be implemen
ted successfully). The fact that these boxes look so different only shows that the criteria
for inclusion are vague and there is still room for improvement.

2.4.3. LDOCE4 versus LPD3
As could be expected, LDOCE4 performs better as a userfriendly tool whereas LPD3
is, obviously, more comprehensive and tends to be more accurate. What is worth noting,
however, is that even though LPD3 was published later and, as a pronouncing diction
ary, is expected to be more reliable, it still preserves all the defects and flaws of its older
sibiling: the irritating disappearing of the phonetic chart when the search results appear
or the user clicks outside of the search window, no keyboard input, problems with re
trieving multiword entries and the lack of consistency in making all transcription vari
ants retrievable, to name a few of them. It could be argued that a year's difference in the
date of publishing was not enough to notice and implement many changes but lessons
could have been learned from its Macmillan or Cambridge cousins, and there is cer
tainly no excuse for any downgrades  and they do appear, for example, the lack of
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search memory and problems with incremental search (2.3.1.4) in LPD3. An example of
a feature changed for no obvious reason is the reordering of IPA symbols (Fig. 6 and
Fig. 7).

2.4.4. Pronouncing versus learner's dictionaries
To start with, makers of the two pronouncing dictionaries no longer seem to regard
phonetic access as novel or extraordinary, which is evidenced by the fact that no atten
tion is paid to the Sound Search tool in their respective online guides. If phonetic access
has, indeed, become an obvious feature in pronouncing dictionaries, one could start
wondering why using the dictionaries makes us feel like we are not much closer to the
“perfect” product than we were when MEDAL appeared on the market in 2002.
Pronouncing dictionaries undoubtedly surpass their learner's counterparts when
it comes to coverage: greater number of entries and pronunciation variants, more elabor
ate Sound Search charts. Alas, this potential remains largely unexplored. The same little
problems that plague learner's dictionaries are seen in pronouncing dictionaries as well.
Overall, though the job is by no means an easy one and all three publishers
should be applauded for their efforts (which likely went against the dictates of the mar
ket and commercial pressures), clearly the job is not done yet.
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Chapter 3: The shape of things to come

3.1. Filling in the gaps
In this subchapter I will try to recapitulate what can be done to enhance the phonetic ac
cess tools by just slightly modifying or adding to their existing “abilities”.

3.1.1. Correcting the digraph coding problem
One of the issues that deserves our attention is the bisegmental digraph coding problem.
It impairs the accuracy of one of the main applications of sound search tools, namely the
analysis of sound cluster frequency. The problem is bound to surface in any search
where the parts of specific digraphs are used as an input. Even keeping the bisegmental
coding does not present any obstacle for amending the search system. The simplest
change in the search mechanism could, for example, include analyzing the initial search
results by adding several ifstatements to filter out undesirable items. The proper selec
tion could, of course, take place the moment each entry is analyzed for the first time.
The bottom line is that the kind of problem phonetic search tools have with digraph cod
ing has no right to be there in the first place. Correcting such malfunctions should on the
one hand be easy and straightforward, and on the other is absolutely essential for the
phonetic tools to be at all reliable.
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3.1.2. Combined searches
Adding indexical function to every bit of information in the dictionary entry is another
essential move. Some online or edictionaries already offer the possibility of combining
different types of search criteria, like for example Oxford English Dictionary Online
(OED Online) where up to three search criteria and a few other filters can be combined
in a single query.

Fig. 14. OED Online advanced search.

It is surprising that the makers of the dictionaries under study would go to so much de
tail in designing and organizing the entries and then decide not to use the vast amount of
information present there for any other purpose but presentation.
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3.1.3. Special characters coding
By special characters I mean wildcards (“?” and “*”), primary and secondary stress
marks, space sign and characters employed to indicate optionality (brackets as well as
characters in italics). As we have seen, very often these special characters are either in
visible to the search engine (e.g. brackets or, sometimes, italicized letters) or their func
tionality is hindered by their improper coding (e.g. the space sign). Again, a little work
put in improving the search scripts would easily eliminate these problems and greatly
enhance the scope of analyses possible to conduct with the tool. Not being familiar with
the way information for each entry may be stored I cannot speculate about the specific
ways to improve the search procedure but I imagine the data for a given entry occupies
a row in an array so adding additional columns for, let's say, optional transcriptions (in
our example one with and without an optional character) and marking them at the same
time in such a way that only some will get displayed in an entry would do the trick. Of
course, more sophisticated approaches are possible that would reduce the amount of
space needed for data storage but this would probably be negligible. Either way, the
changes needed are, as with the previous issue, easy to implement.

3.1.4. Improved userfriendliness
Apart from the accuracy problems, there still remain a few issues that might not have
a big impact on the professional user but keeping an average person happy about any
given product is crucial to ensuring its market success so userfriendliness should al
ways be assigned a high priority.
One change that could certainly be made is doing away with shortened tran
scriptions of pronunciation variants. Print dictionaries had the lack of space as an ex
cuse for this confusing entry organization but electronic dictionary makers certainly do
not have to worry about the lack of presentation space (even if we take into account that
only a limited amount of information can appear on the screen at any given time). I also
suspect that these abbreviations may sometimes be responsible for some pronunciation
variants not being retrievable with phonetic search tools.
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Looking into features like copying, printing, switching between dictionary win
dows, displaying the results or search history would be desirable as well. All these
changes could be implemented quite easily and they should be implemented because
without proper data presentation and saving possibilities using phonetic access tools
(and whole dictionaries for that matter) may continue to be less than convenient and this
will certainly not encourage new users.
Another issue partly touched upon in the previous chapter (and described in, e.g.
Měchura 2008) is that of often occurring problem of matching “imperfect” or “challen
ging” input with dictionary headwords. Users are likely to search dictionaries for things
that cannot be found in the form in which they typed them: inflected words, multiword
items, phrase fragments, words that are misspelled or  in our context  mispronounced
(i.e. the user's recollection of a correctly pronounced word is imperfect and typed in as
such). Improved, flexible search mechanisms, which include fuzzy search algorithms
able to handle such queries, are needed.

3.2. Ideas to consider

3.2.1. Texttospeech synthesis
One idea proposed by, e.g. Sobkowiak (1999: 246) is that of incorporating in dictionar
ies texttospeech (henceforth TTS) mechanisms for audio representation. Two main ar
guments in favor of such a solution are significant reduction in production cost (no need
for hundreds of thousands of recordings to be made) as well avoiding pronunciation
transcription mismatches. TTS would also make it more feasible for the users to expand
the existing lexicons and create fullydeveloped new entries.
Let us try to look into the methods of implementing the concept. Since our goal
would be maximum accuracy and naturalness, we would have to (at least for now) ex
clude all formanttype syntheses, i.e. those which do not use prerecorded human speech
samples. Although these do prove effective in many applications they would never be
mistaken for a real human voice. What we would be using is concatenative synthesis
where segments of recorded speech are assembled to produce a desired utterance. Types
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of it relevant in the present context include unit selection synthesis and diphone synthes
is. Without going into much detail, the former uses large databases and provides best
imitation of natural speech due to signal processing being kept to minimum whereas the
latter needs a minimal dataset (diphones) but the required prosody is artificially super
imposed on the diphones, which gives the output a much less natural touch (Szklanny
2008). And even here, a set of a few thousand units needs to be recorded and stored.
The still present problems are: concatenating units recorded under different cir
cumstances/conditions or prosody adjustments (proper intonation, length of phonemes,
etc.) (Speech Synthesis 2008). While there is no doubt that one day TTS techniques will
be mastered to the extent of audio outputs being indistinguishable from “real” speech,
for now introducing them would most likely neither substantially reduce production
costs (as really advanced TTS tools are still in fairly early development stages and, for
example, generating diphon data sets is itself timeconsuming) nor be bugproof: we
would simply exchange one type of errors for another. Technological issues aside, I also
suspect many users would likely be dissatisfied with this “impersonal” approach and
would feel deprived of contact with the “real” spoken language.

3.2.2. L1 sensitivity
L1 sensitivity in EFL dictionaries is practically nonexistent. Most if not all monolin
gual dictionaries are “generic”: needs of no specific language group are usually taken
into account with the main (and quite accurate) argument being that catering for the
needs of speakers of specific languages is ineffective in dictionaries marketed world
wide. Even if there are steps taken to meet the special needs of a particular group of
users, these are usually limited to simple measures like creating lists of false friends.
There have been attempts made at simplifying phonetic transcription in a way that re
flects the Polglish24 pronunciation: usually found in pocket dictionaries and phrase
books. None of them, of course, provides phonetic access.
This L1 insensitivity in dictionaries is present at all levels but it is phonetics that
I am here concerned about. Not surprisingly,

24

Polish variety of EFL interlanguage
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(...) there are no MRDs [machinereadable dictionaries] on the market which would ad
dress specifically the phonetic needs of Polglish learners, their characteristic problems
with pronunciation, errors which they typically make when they speak English and the
(true and false) preconceptions which they have about how English is, or should be,
spoken (Sobkowiak 1999: 182).

In his 1999 book Sobkowiak proposes a Simplified Phonetic Access Dictionary (hence
forth SPAD) which is aimed at filling this gap. SPAD transcription symbols are given in
Table 6 (adapted from Sobkowiak 1999: 185) and the rationale for specific transcription
policies is discussed in the book. The author also claims his dictionary to be dynamic,
i.e. being able to adjust to the user's EFL interlanguage level.

Table 6. SPAD transcription.

as in:

as in:

as in:

beat

i

about/writer

y/e

bang

ng

bit

y

bait

ej

ship

sz

bet/process

e/y

bite

aj

measure

ż

bat

&

boy

oj

cheese

cz

butt

a

boat

oł/o

June

dż

Bart

a

about

ał

wet

ł

pot

o

beer

ije/ie/je/i

vet

w

port

o

bear

e

Nazi

c

put

u

boor

ułe/uły/u

find

ań

boot

u

thin

th

Burt

e

then

dh

The idea for such a dictionary is quite unusual but worth considering. While I would
hesitate to recommend a dictionary which would provide the user only with the SPAD
like transcription, nor would I necessarily agree with its choice of “phonemes”, the in
clusion of such simplified transcription in regular edictionaries, for example as an op
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tional piece of information to be displayed in an entry, would certainly prove helpful for
beginners and intermediate students. Making it possible for the user to retrieve items by
typing in their simplified transcriptions (even without them being displayed as a part of
an entry) could be the step necessary to open up phonetic access tools for the wider
audience.

3.2.3. Speechtotext synthesis
So far we have only been discussing phonetically accessing dictionaries by still tradi
tional means: that of typing in the query string. But what if phonetic access tools could
become truly phonetic, i.e. if we were to have dictionaries advanced enough to allow
speech input which would then be “translated” into phonetically transcribed text and
checked against compatibility with dictionary entries.
This should not strike anyone as either unreasonable or excessively unrealistic. It
seems logical that if we think of providing phonetic access in dictionaries as obvious
and essential then the way of accessing our tool ought to be via the same medium, i.e.
sound/voice. Until this is achieved we can only have quasiphonetic access at best.
Creating such ways of providing dictionary input may not be as impossible as it
might seem at first. Speech recognition (henceforth SR) technology has been present in
education, industry, science and the military for quite some time now (Speech Recogni
tion 2008). In foreign language teaching there are already interactive tools available that
allow the user to practice their spoken language skills, even if the choice of topics and
phrases is strictly limited. In health care, SR systems may eventually replace medical
transcriptionists (the currently used systems still require editing the draft output of the
SR machine). The military have been testing SR in a variety of settings: fighter aircraft,
helicopters, battle management command centres. Some technology companies, like the
British SpinVox, offer services in converting voicemails to text messages as an aid for
hearing impaired people.
Nexidia, which claims to be “the leader in phonetic search technologies”, offers
its clients a tool for querying audio/video data (Phonetic Advantages 2008). The system
is said to work in two phases: first the audio data is run through an indexing tool (when,
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using an acoustic model,25 the indexing engine scans the input speech and produces the
corresponding phonetic search track), then the search string is input and the data set is
searched for its equivalents. The novelty of the software is said to lie in the fact that, un
like in other phonetic search tools, “phonetic indexing merely infers the likelihood of
potential phonetic content (...), deferring decisions about word bindings to the sub
sequent searching phase”. The system works in an order reverse to what we would need
– our audio input/search string would have to be matched with either audio recordings
or phonetic transcriptions – but the same technology that is used to analyze the data
base could be used to initially analyze the query.
Of course, the successful implementation of speech recognition tools in diction
aries (designed for phonetic access) would be challenging. The software would have to
be able to process nonnative speech, approximate pronunciations, strings consisting of
multiple words and/or some portions of words. Today's speech recognition software is
usually userdependent: it needs to be trained to work with a specific user. This,
however, should not be an obstacle and could, in fact, be an advantage: the software
would have to adjust to the user's accent and could “grow” with them. Proximity
searches could be conducted and a list of (graded) possible matches displayed. With in
tegrated L1sensitive transcriptions the system should be able to more easily locate the
desired entries.
One could go even further and envision a tool that would allow of audio data of
any length to be processed and subsequently analyzed by a phonetic search tool. This
would make it possible to phonetically analyze spoken language corpora, of both native
and nonnative speech: frequency of specific word/phrase usage, errors (grammatical,
lexical, pronunciation), etc.

25

From Nexidia's website: “An acoustic model jointly represents characteristics of both an acoustic chan
nel (an environment in which the speech was uttered and a transducer through which it was recorded) and
a natural language (in which human beings expressed the input speech). Audio channel characteristics in
clude: frequency response, background noise and reverberation. Characteristics of a natural language in
clude gender, dialect and accent of the speaker.”
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Conclusion

The comparative evaluation of the four dictionaries shows that while there are some
times considerable differences among the dictionaries, the overall accuracy of the phon
etic search mechanisms is still very much in the teething stage. Most of the problems
can no longer be ascribed to technological obstacles but rather to neglect. We can only
hope that pointing out the inefficiencies will result in more reliable tools being designed
in the future.
Looking beyond the abilities of the currently available software, I have tried to
envision a possible future development path of dictionaries with respect to their phonet
ic accessibility. Rapid technological development is making it possible to implement
solutions unimaginable mere one or two decades ago. Whether it is the adaptation of the
existing software to the language learning environment or creating original solutions,
dictionary makers have the obligation to utilize this new knowledge for the benefit of
dictionary users, both learners and professionals.
In our “phonetic” context this brings us to the overall conclusion that lexico
graphers should stop regarding phonetic access tools as mere addons and start seeing
them as legitimate components of dictionaries of any kind.
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Streszczenie

W słownikach tradycyjnych, ukazujących się drukiem, jedyną drogą dostępu do zawar
tości słownika jest zlokalizowanie pożądanego hasła za pomocą jego zapisu orto
graficznego. Słowniki elektroniczne nie posiadają już takiego ograniczenia, co oznacza,
że każda informacja zawarta w haśle może być bezpośrednio wykorzystana jako dane
wejściowe dla wyszukiwarki. Niestety, twórcy słowników wydają się nie w pełni do
ceniać te nowe możliwości. Przykładowo, całe bogactwo informacji fonetycznych
(z transkrypcją na czele) zawartych w hasłach słownikowych jest wykorzystywane je
dynie w celach prezentacyjnych (“do odczytu”). Celem niniejszej pracy jest odniesienie
się do wyżej opisanego problemu.
W rozdziale pierwszym przedstawiony jest obecny stan rzeczy w zakresie
słowników wymowy angielskiej oraz opisane są zmiany, które zaszły w leksykografii
wraz z nadejściem elektronicznych środków przekazu. Następnie przedstawione są
cztery słowniki, których wyszukiwarki fonetyczne zdecydowano się poddać analizie. Są
to: Cambridge English Pronouncing Dictionary (CEPD, 2003), Macmillan English
Dictionary for Advanced Learners (MEDAL2, 2008), Longman Dictionary of
Contemporary English (LDOCE4, 2007) oraz Longman Pronunciation Dictionary
(LPD3, 2008).
W rozdziale drugim dokonano porównania w/w słowników według kryteriów
podzielonych na trzy grupy: stosunek wydawców co do istotności włączenia do
słowników wyszukiwarek fonetycznych, ich stopień przyjazności użytkownikowi oraz –
czemu poświęcone zostało najwięcej uwagi – dokładność i wiarygodność każdego z
urządzeń. Następnie wyniki owe podsumowane zostały na zasadzie charakterystyki
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porównawczej w czterech kategoriach: słowniki wymowy (CEPD a LPD3), słowniki
dla uczących się języka angielskiego (LDOCE4 a MEDAL2), słowniki jednego wydaw
cy (LDOCE4 a LPD3) oraz porównanie między słownikami wymowy a tymi dla uczą
cych się.
Sugestie przedstawione w rozdziale trzecim mają na celu pokazanie jak badane
wyszukiwarki fonetyczne powinny być udoskonalone zanim będzie można je uznać za
w pełni funkcjonalne. Przedstawione zostały także pomysły dalszych rozwiązań, możli
wych do zastosowania w (niedalekiej) przyszłości, takich jak synteza i rozpoznawanie
mowy, czy uwzględnienie w słownikach specyficznych (fonetycznych) potrzeb Po
laków uczących się języka angielskiego.
Gwałtowny rozwój technologii komputerowych pozwala na zastosowanie,
również w dziedzinie leksykografii, rozwiązań niewyobrażalnych jeszcze dekadę czy
dwie temu. Twórcy słowników powinni starać się wykorzystać te nowe zasoby wiedzy
dla dobra użytkowników, tak uczących się jak i profesjonalistów. Narzędzia umożli
wiające wielostronny dostęp fonetyczny do zasobów słownikowych nie mogą być
uważane za opcjonalne dodatki lecz powinny stać się nieodzownym komponentem
słowników każdego typu.
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